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This sculpture brings together two unexpected images: a man on horseback and a curling line.  These images can be seen from two 

axes perpendicular to one another, and from all other angles the images dissolve into something amorphous and abstract. The 

sculpture stands in the heart of Westminster, a seat of national power, where the cityscape is punctuated by numerous statues of men 

on horseback. Those monuments proclaim a kind of authority that this sculpture questions both through its unexpected meeting of 

two visual quotations and the honest visibility of its structure.  Supporting ribs are clear to see, as is the welding that joins the steel. 

When its silhouettes become visible, one comes from a statue located outside the nearby Palace of Westminster.  That reference is a 

celebratory depiction of King Richard I first unveiled in 1851, a period of rampant industrialisation and imperialism. From another 

angle, the sculpture becomes a linear squiggle printed almost a hundred years before that, in Laurence Sterne’s novel The Life and 

Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (1759). In this fictional memoir, based on Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote (1605), the 

printed line records a waving gesture made with a stick during a conversation, when a normally verbose character stops talking and 

instead communicates meaning physically. It is a wordless representation, both in that conversation and in the block of printed text 

describing what was (and was not) said.   

  

The vital role of Laurence Sterne’s curling line in the sculpture, where it serves as a spine articulating the mass of steel, calls into 

question particular concepts of representation. Sterne’s novel famously foregrounds digression, interruption and the vagaries of 

narrative. How do we represent something permanently, like the meandering movement of a conversational gesture, and how does an 

idea transform when made material, fixed in ink or steel? Layers of history nuance these twenty-first century questions, filtering 

them through a nineteenth-century view of an eleventh-century king, and an eighteenth-century text. Its allusion to a novel makes the 

sculpture speak to storytelling and the spinning of narratives, calling up the fictions within monuments and the figures they 

memorialise. In Laurence Sterne’s novel, the printed wavy line replicates the visual gesture Sterne describes it sits with the text but is 

not itself textual. It exists alongside a  

population of letters on a printed page in a novel, but it is very conspicuously an outlier: despite all the contextual signals to the 

contrary, it is more drawing than glyph. This same hybridity and contradiction characterises the sculpture, too, which repeats a 

celebratory image without celebrating its stories. Instead, the sculpture suggests the fragility of authority and the precarity of its 

monuments. Richard I is visible only from certain angles. The image collapses from all other perspectives, toppling the statue from 

within its own form. The thinness of the curling line also seems to defy gravity to support this mighty figure on horseback, such that 

the sculpture’s strongest elements are, visually, its most fragile. How can so much weight rest on something so slight? Curiously, this 

fragility evokes another aspect of the Richard I monument from which the sculpture quotes. Bomb damage during World War II bent 

the sword held by Richard I outside the Palace of Westminster. His sword curled, briefly, long before the image of Richard I was 

twisted and contorted in the realisation of this sculpture.    

  

Power Over Others is Weakness Disguised as Strength materially links Sterne’s line with the silhouette of Richard I, giving them a 

shared steel form. But it can also orient both figures to this particular Westminster site through the figure of Ignatius Sancho, a 

formerly enslaved eighteenth-century intellectual. Sancho is buried in St Margaret’s churchyard, immediately across the road from 

the statue of Richard I whose silhouette is spliced with Sterne’s curling line. His name itself alludes to the squire in Don Quixote, a 

novel with its own figure on horseback who confronts the disparities between the image of the hero and its reality. Ignatius Sancho 

worked with Laurence Sterne to advance the abolitionist cause. His proximity to the statue of Richard I and to Sterne draw him into 

the essence of the sculpture, where its two references collide to make a structure where the pen is indeed mightier than the sword: it 

is Sterne’s line that (literally) supports the edifice of a triumphant figure on horseback. The presence of Sancho also returns the 

sculpture to the multivalent meaning of Sterne’s line in Tristram Shandy. As something printed in ink on paper to convey a gesture 

made during a conversation, the line embodies a kind of liberation from text or written description: it shows Sterne breaking free 

from literary conventions and, indeed, from language altogether. But the conversation Sterne was describing on that page was also, 

critically, about freedom. His printed looping line follows the sentence ‘Whilst a man is free—cried the Corporal, giving a flourish 

with his stick thus—’. In such close proximity to Sancho, a figure Sterne joined in fighting slavery, the sculpture’s silent references 

to freedom grow more profound. Power at its most ostentatious and showy is unravelled by the sculpture’s sinuous structure, but in 

its place is a monument to other kinds of power, and the role freedom and imagination play in their fulfilment.   

  

An often-remarked feature of public sculpture is its invisibility: towering figures in marble, steel and bronze are, despite their scale 

and gravitas, strangely missable. Power Over Others is Weakness Disguised as Strength models that invisibility through its capacity 

to dissolve out of recognition from all but certain viewpoints: its structure makes Sterne’s curling line and Richard I’s silhouette 

ephemeral in spite of the heft of the sculpture’s materials and scale. Outside those perspectives, the space between this improbable 

crossing of referents—a figurative man on horseback and an ambiguous, undulating line from a novel—is an abstraction where it is 

the synthesis itself which comes close to being represented. Between two visible forms is a more complicated space where 

abstraction takes over and interpretation opens up.    
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